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JAMES RUSSELL & SONS - THE CROWN.    By Roy Everett & Arthur Smith. 
 
Tilles Design 41: Edwards Design 0140.01 : Crown    63    12mm. 
 

When finding an extra dot in what at first sight appeared to be a  
normal Tilles Design 41 making the hole count 64, Roy Everett also wondered 
why the 64 holer was on EVII issues yet others similar to Tilles Design 41  
mere on QV 1d lilacs.  The earlier items bore the numeral 850 and the EVII  
the cancellation of Wednesbury, both the same. 

 
Arthur Smith also considered this a new die at first but on check- 

ing his holdings of this perfin he found that he had an item that carried 63  
holes but differed from the Tilles in that it had the lower of two central  
dots.  It can be shown thus- 

 
           A.   Full die has both dots 1 and 2. 

  B.   Tilles has dot 1 only. 
C.  Arthurs die has dot 2 only. 

 
 

 
 

Arthur did not mention on what issue his die featured upon, but  
these do tend to substantiate a fact that this business utilised a multi-die  
headed perfinning device at its works.    Some dies breaking early on and  
others lasting the test of time. Arthur feels that the Catalogues need  
amending to show the present illustration as a provisional or missing pin  
die and a new entry is required- Design ? 64 holes 12mm. Any other infor- 
mation may be of value to the Catalogue Editor. 



Bulletin No. 253 (Aug’ 91) Pg. 7. 

CT/StR Perfin      Bulletin 247 Pg.4 & 249 Pg.14 
ROSEMARY SMITH has two accounts, posted as entires, from Charles 
Tennant & Co., dated 1882 and 1884. The stamps are the ½d green  
and ½d blue of the 1880 and 1883 issues. These stamps have  
perfin CT/SCo. (C7660.01) not CT/StR but the interesting point is  
that the address of this Charles Tennant is SAINT ROLLOX,  
GLASGOW. I would be satisfied with the identity of Dave Hill's  
perfin as Charles Tennant & Co., St. Rollox, Glasgow. Incident- 
ally, both accounts are for 'Casks of Soda'. 

What Do We Call Non-Perfins?      Bulletin 251 Pg.7 
ALAN BRIGGS' letter had me smiling all day.  His suggestions are 
IDENTIPERFS ......... identity perforations. 
PERFONOMS ......... perforated names. 
PERFOLES  ............. perforated holes. 

Any more ideas? 

The Crown of James Russell & Sons     Bulletin 242 Pg.14 
RON BROWN has made a check of holdings of the stamp with crown 
Design 0140.01.  His study shows:- 
A = found on QV 1d lilac & EVII 1d red. 
B = found on QV 1d lilac & EVII 1d red. 
C = found on QV 1d lilac only. 
If anyone has any of these varieties on different reigns to  
these, Ron would be interested in purchasing them. 

Earliest Known Perfin      Bulletin 235 Pg.5 
Albert Ellis (now deceased) asked members to dig out their  
earliest date on a perfin or cover. He quoted a cover he had  
seen dated Sept 29 1869 on two plate 11, 4d vermillion stamps.  
The perfin was C.D/&Co (probably C2087) of C. DEVAUX & CO, LONDON. 
As far as I am aware, nothing was published in subsequent  
Bulletins on the subject although I did report that I had a  
cover with R489 R&S/M.L 1d plate 111 dated Sept 24 1869. Now  
BRIAN SMITH writes of a much earlier perfin. Tucked away  
at the back of a stockbook in an auction lot he spotted a 6d  
lilac (SG 104/6) perfin SM/&Co of Samuel Montague. The c.d.s.  
on the stamp shows NOVEMBER 1868. Needless to say, Brian put in  
a bid and was successful.  Do we have an earlier date out there? 




